
GUIDE-IT Prototype: Language constructs 

Appendix 5 (as supplied by the authors): Conceptual Guideline Implementability Assessment Tool (GUIDE-IT) 

LANGUAGE 
1. CLARITY:  Use unambiguous and clearly worded language, and define terms precisely. Ambiguity exists when a term can reasonably be interpreted in more than

one discrete way. It can also occur when two statements are put together, which are independently clear, but the relationship between them is then unclear.

Clarity factors Example Guidance / Possible solutions 
Does the statement include any semantic ambiguity? 
Definition: “Classic" form of ambiguity, in which a term can be interpreted in more than one way 

The word “bank” is the word “bank” referring to a “river bank” or a financial 
institution? 

Saying that a test or procedure is 
“widely” used 

“Widely used” implies its effectiveness, when in fact it is 
merely a statement of prevalence. 

Does the statement include any syntactic ambiguity? 
Definition: Ambiguity caused by the structure of syntax such as when punctuation (or lack thereof) 
or Boolean connectors leave its meaning unclear 

“A or B and C” without clarifying whether 
this means: 

This could mean: 
• (A or B) and C or
• A or (B and C)

Does the statement include any deliberate ambiguity? 
Definition: Sometimes authors intentionally introduce ambiguity into the recommendations to 
reflect their uncertainties, limited supporting evidence or lack of consensus among other authors 

- State reasons for any intentional vagueness in the action 
statement and include in the evidence profile; If none was 
intended, state “none”  

2. SIMPLICITY: Use simple, uncomplicated language that is easy to understand. Complexity occurs when a statement requires many steps to do or composed of
many different elements and contains a complex decision tree

Complexity factor Guidance 
Is the statement complex? Are there multiple steps, elements or actions 
that could lead to information overload? 
Definition: Recommendation is composed of many different elements, steps or conditional factors 
influencing performance, calling for multiple action types, and are overly elaborate or containing 
many decision trees in an attempt to cover every possible combination. Information overload is the 
degree to which a potential adopter views usage of the statement to be relatively free of effort 

• Narrow the set of alternatives by optimizing the amount of working memory and limiting the number
of new elements to 3 or 4 items or chunks. Humans have the capacity to process 5 +/- 2
chunks of information or a checklist of 5-9 items at a time

• Remove unnecessary words
• Use conditional statements (e.g., “If-then”)
• Apply rules of thumb or heuristics, which can simplify complex rules and information

matrices into a smaller number of overriding truths.

3. SPECIFICITY: Specify the target users of the guideline, and for which patient population it should be used or not used. Vagueness occurs when the boundaries of
a word’s meaning are not well defined

Specificity factors Example Guidance / Possible solutions 
Is the statement using Passive voice? 
Definition: Although considered the “norm” in scientific writing, passive voice is always 
vague because the essential “who is doing the action” of the statement is missing 

“A mistake was made by John” “John made a mistake” 

Are any of the terms Vague? 
Definition: Vague and underspecificed (weasel) words or phrases are open to broad 
interpretations, which can lead to reduced adherence or to increased practice variation 

“Adequate”, “Sufficient”, “Moderate”, 
“Severe”, “Frequently”, “Recurring 
episodes”, “Probable”, “Few”,  

To avoid vague terms, explicit, use threshold values for all 
objective clinical parameters; Underspecified or vague 
terms can be represented on an ordinal scale of terms, 
where each end represent the only non-vague terms: 
• Temporal vagueness scale: Use "never" & "always" and

avoid intermediate terms such as "rare" and "common" 
• Probabilistic terms: Use "impossible" & "certain", and

avoid  "unlikely" and "probable"
• Quantitative terms: Use "none" & "all" but avoid "few" &

“many" 

Is the statement under-specified? 
Definition: A form of vagueness that occurs when terms are used with insufficient details for 
definitive interpretation

“Perform cardiovascular physical 
examination”  - This statement lacks 
specificity on what kind of examinations 
need to be performed (e.g., palpation) 
A range of 30-40% - This can create room 
for debate with no clear boundaries 
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4. ACTIONABILITY: An actionable statement should provide practical direction in precise behavioural terms how to perform a recommendation: WHEN (under what
specific conditions) and WHERE, MUST/SHOULD/MAY (the level of obligation), do precisely WHAT action and HOW, and for WHOM

Actionability factors Guidance 

Does the statement indicate WHAT action 
to perform and HOW? 
Definition: The precise target behaviour of the action. 
Each key statement should include an action-type verb, 
requesting the clinician to perform a measurable, 
recordable action and how this was done. The “What” in a 
statement has the most impact on implementability 

• Include an action-type verb: Each key statement should describe the action to be taken by requesting the
clinician to perform a measurable, recordable action: Prescribe; Perform; Educate/counsel; Test; Dispose;
Refer/consult; Conclude; Monitor; Document; Advocate; Prepare; Diagnose/conclude

• Avoid the terms Advocate and Prepare - these relate more to the structure of care than to the process of care
and difficult to make actionable

• Use words to convey strength of recommendations: The words Recommended (level 1) and Suggested
(level 2) are used to reflect the strength of the recommendations

• Use aspirational language: Encourage, recommend, and strive
• List exclusions: Circumstances where the action statement should NOT be applied
• Emphasize recommendations that are most linked with improved outcomes: Highlighting and emphasizing

these has the potential to enhance acceptance

Does the statement provide the appropriate 
term to convey the LEVEL OF OBLIGATION 
to perform the action? 
Definitions:  “Must,” “should,” and “may” represent 
three discrete levels of obligation  

• MUST / MUST NOT: Defines the highest level of obligation and urgency and connote mandatory intent. They
should be avoided unless there is a clear legal standard to comply with health and safety regulations or where
quality of evidence indicates the potential for imminent harm if a course of action is not followed

• SHOULD: An appropriate choice for an intermediate level of obligation, so it can be used instead of MUST since
it is not as legally binding. It can be combined with (or followed by) a COULD recommendation where treatment
is strongly recommended but there are ≥ 2 options with similar cost effectiveness (and the choice will depend on
the patient’s preference)

• MAY: An appropriate choice for the lowest level of obligation and applies to what is permissible (‘permitted to’)
• COULD: Use this for recommendations where the guideline development group is confident that the intervention

will do more good than harm for most patients, and will be cost effective
• CONSIDER: Avoid any expression using CONSIDER as it is difficult to measure and not about “action” but are

modifiers of other actions. The action is also perceived as less crucial so it is less likely to inspire adherence

Does the statement indicate WHEN and 
WHERE to perform the action? 
Definition: When and precisely under what conditions the 
action be performed, and where (if applicable). 

• State under what conditions the action be performed: age, gender, clinical findings, laboratory results to do
something

• Use temporally expressive language: To enable developers to express complex sequential, parallel, and
cyclical procedures

Does the statement indicate WHY to 
perform the action?  
Definition: The reasons the behaviour should be performed 

• Include additional text explaining the condition or action:  For example: “why will it help patients?” Not
describing the “Why” may introduce vagueness

Does the statement indicate for WHOM the 
action applies to?  
Definition: For which target subgroups (e.g., patients) the 
action applies to if performed 

• Explain who might be covered by the guideline: There needs to be sufficient data to identify patients who
might be covered by the guideline, and establish the cutoff values that are needed to perform the action
according to different subgroups of patients
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Conceptual Worksheet – Language Constructs 

Guideline Recommendation Assessment Form 

Draft recommendation* Assessment of draft guideline recommendation based on 4 broad implementability 

dimensions of LANGUAGE 

Revised recommendation¶ 

For individuals with type 2 

diabetes not receiving insulin 

therapy, self monitoring blood 

glucose (SMBG) 

recommendations should be 

individualized depending on type 

of anti-hyperglycemic agents, 

level of glycemic control and risk 

of hypoglycemia [Grade D, 

Consensus] 

 When glycemic control is not

being achieved, self monitoring

blood glucose (SMBG) should

be instituted [Grade B, Level 2]

and should include periodic

pre- and postprandial

measurements and training of

healthcare providers and

patients on methods to modify

lifestyle and medications in

response to SMBG values

[Grade B, Level 2]

 If achieving glycemic targets or

receiving medications not

associated with hypoglycemia,

infrequent SMBG is appropriate

[Grade D, Consensus]

CLARITY 

Ambiguity = When 

a term can 

reasonably be 

interpreted in more 

than one way) 

Ambiguity factors: 

syntactic, semantic, 

deliberate 

SPECIFICITY 

Vagueness = When the 

boundaries of a word’s 

meaning are not well 

defined 

Vagueness factors: 

Deliberate vagueness, 

Underspecification, 

Passive voice, 

Vague/Weasel words 

Passive voice: 

Passive voice is always 

vague because the 

essential “who is doing 

the action” of the 

statement is missing 

COMPLEXITY 

Complexity = Statement 

requires many 

steps/actions or composed 

of many different elements 

or contains complex 

decision tree 

ACTIONABILITY 

Actionability = 

Concrete and precise 

description of desired 

behavioural 

performance of 

statement 

Actionability factors: 

What? When? Who? 

Why? 

For patients with type 2 diabetes not on 

insulin therapy, individualize SMBG 

depending on the type of anti-

hyperglycemic, as follows: 

 If the patient is not receiving

medications associated with

hypoglycemia, institute once or twice

weekly SMBG [Grade D, Consensus]

 If the patient is receiving medications

associated with hypoglycemia, SMBG

frequency should depend on whether

they are achieving their glycemic

control target (as defined on page S33)

as follows:

o If glycemic control target is being

achieved, institute once or twice

weekly SMBG [Grade D,

Consensus]

o If glycemic control target is not

being achieved, institute [Grade B,

Level 2]:

 Once daily pre- and

postprandial SMBG

 Training of patients on methods

to modify lifestyle and

medications in response to

SMBG values, to be performed

by any healthcare provider

involved in the patient’s care

and trained in glycemic control

strategies (e.g. primary care

provider, specialist physician,

nurse, dietitian, pharmacist)

Semantic 

ambiguity: 

 How is “not

being achieved”

defined? 

 How is

“training”

defined?

 Which healthcare

providers are

appropriate?

Underspecification 

 How is “periodic”

defined?

 How is “infrequent”

defined?

Passive voice 

 “…should be”

Complex statement 

 Need to simplify the first

statement: “For

individuals with type 2

diabetes not receiving

insulin therapy, self

monitoring blood

glucose (SMBG)

recommendations should

be individualized

depending on type of

anti-hyperglycemic

agents, level of glycemic

control and risk of

hypoglycemia [Grade D,

Consensus]”

What? –  

When? –  

Who? 

 Passive voice

 Which healthcare

providers are

appropriate?

Why? –  

*Adapted from the 2013 Clinical Practice Guidelines for the Prevention and Management of Diabetes in Canada (page S37).

¶Revised recommendations are for explanatory purposes only and should not be interpreted as actual guideline recommendations.




